This is the design vision of how PDAM can continue to improve the
streamlining of privacy documentation.
WHAT IS PDAM?
PDAM (Privacy Data Assessment Management) is an existing internal tool that is already empowering over 500 unique
users to create and manage PRBs and DPIAs online with the ability to create and edit a set of questions relevant to their
specific project and team. This document is to describe the design vision going forward.

WHERE DOES PDAM FIT INTO PRIVACY ASSESSMENT?
PDAM is not intended to replace the human to human privacy review process. The people that have been trained to lead
these reviews should always be the driving force behind ensuring compliance. However, if the review process reveals a
need for documentation, PDAM is the tool to make it as easy, accurate, and time efficient as possible. Users can be
referred to PDAM from a privacy review specialist or another tool.

HOW DO WE MAKE IT EASY, ACCURATE AND TIME EFFICIENT?








Carefully craft the UI to be easy to find things, comprehend content, and complete tasks
Provide ways the user can customize the experience to their specific needs
Only provide features that we know the user values through user testing
Always strive to say the same thing with less words
Be consistent with what we call things and how we ask the user to do things
Present the user with a standard set of answers to choose from whenever possible
Provide helpful information right at the time they need it

SCOPE OF THIS DOCUMENT
This only describes the new design and does not cover existing functionality that does not change.

FORMAT OF THIS DOCUMENT
To be effective in UX Design we must always look at things through the user’s eyes. The next sections describe the
design vision going forward one user story at a time.
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STORY 1: I want to see what needs my attention and organize my workflow
In this new home page “To-do-list” (1) I can see all my tasks in one place, drag-and-drop them into my order of priority.
The list is pre-populated by the system with documents that need my attention. By clicking on the “Task Launch” button
(2) I can go directly to where I need to go to accomplish that task. Once completed I can remove it via the “Remove”
button (3). I can add new ones by clicking on the “Add a task” button (4), entering my task and clicking “Add” to result in
another task item that I can move or delete at any time. I can also see helpful links to other tools or training (5).

I choose to create a new iteration of the DPIA “Windows Inking & Typing” by clicking on the “Task Launch” button (6).
This begins User Story 2 on the next page. View the Home Page prototype>

STORY 2: I want to create this new iteration and make sure the settings are correct
This is the “Create” page. Since I am creating a new iteration of an existing doc, its name is pre-populated (1), “Create a
VSO task” is set to yes (2), and the current question template is already selected (3). If I want to view or edit the
question template, I can click on the template hyperlink (4) to open it. If I want to find a different template, I can search
by template name, author name, or topic (5), or filter by things like topic, author, and organization (6) (whatever is
technically possible and beneficial to the user).

There must be a DPIA name and a question template selected for the “Create” button (7) to be enabled. Once clicked I
can go directly to the edit stage of this newly created iteration. This begins User Story 3 on the next page. View the
Create Page prototype>

STORY 3: I want to see what questions need to be re-answered in this new iteration
Clicking on the “Create” button opens the DPIA. I can easily see what stage it is in (1), how many total questions must be
re-answered (2), and in what sections they are located (3). By clicking on a section title (4) in the jump nav I can jumpscroll to that section. Once there, I can easily find the question(s) that need answered by looking at the question state
indicators (5).

Note the flattened hierarchy with only 2 levels (parent: 1.1 & child: 1.1a) to simplify the UI and gain more horizontal
room.
Also, note that the Jump Nav shows by default the questions that have no answer (2), you can also see questions that
are in the collaborate state, or those that have notes from PPMs or notes from the DPO by clicking on other tabs. More
explanation on these covered later in this spec.

STORY 4: I want to find a specific DPIA to work on from the list page
By clicking on “View all DPIAs” I can go to a page that lists all the DPIAs I have permission to view (1) .

Once there I can easily find the DPIA I am looking for by searching by ID, file name, or person (2).
Also, by clicking on the “Filter” button (3) I can open the panel to choose from several options (see next page).

I can also do these tasks for each DPIA from the list:






Open (4)
Create a new iteration (5)
Export (6)
View change history (7)
View supporting reviews, delete, end of life (8)
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STORY 4: I want to find a specific DPIA to work on from the list page (cont’d)

With “Filter by stage” (9) selected, I can choose from several stages shown below.
With “Filter by issue” (10) selected, I can choose from options like these:






With no supporting privacy reviews
Needing updating due to review changes
That have not been updated in over 30 days
That are in danger of being late
With a high-risk rating

If I click on the “Windows Browsers” DPIA hyperlink (11). This opens that doc and begins User Story 5 on the next page.
View the List Page prototype>
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STORY 5: I want to see what is left to do to send this DPIA into review

Now I am in the “Windows Browsers” DPIA I selected from the List Page and I see that there is only one question that
does not have a response, and it is in section 2.1 so I click on the jump nav section heading (1)
to go to the first of that section. From there I can easily find the question that needs answering by scrolling down until I
find the one that has the state indicator showing “No answer” as shown in the User Story 6 in
the next page. View the Edit DPIA prototype>

STORY 6: I want to see what resources there are to help me answer this question

In the Edit stage, all required questions must have a response before I can move this DPIA to the next stage
(PPM review). There are four possible states for each question shown by the question state indicator (1); answered, no
answer, collaborate, or optional. Either answered or collaborate count as a response.
When I hover over the answer options part of any question, the “Auto Tooltip” (2) shows giving me all my help content
for that question. Inside each “Auto Tooltip” is one or more of these elements:





Helpful instructional or example snippet text (3)
Link to open the “Supporting questions” panel (4) shown in User Story 6b
Link to open the “CELA responses” panel (5) shown in User Story 6c
Link to answer the question with data from a back-end source (there could be more than one) (6)

View the Edit DPIA prototype>

STORY 6b: I want to see how supporting PRBs answer related questions

By clicking on the “Supporting questions” link in the “Auto tooltip” I can open this panel (1) to view how all the
supporting PRBs have answered related questions. If there are multiple related questions, a set of “Tabs” (2) show to
allow me to toggle between questions. If I want to see the entire supporting PRB (in a new window)
I can click on the hyperlink title (3). View the Edit DPIA prototype>

STORY 6c: I want to see if there are any CELA standard responses that are appropriate

By clicking on the “CELA responses” link in the “Auto tooltip” I can open this panel (1) to view all the possible responses
for this question. I can view the full wording (2) of each selected response (3) and if one is appropriate I can click the
“Add response” button (4) to add it to the question. View the Edit DPIA prototype>

STORY 6c: I want to see if there are any CELA standard responses that are … (cont’d)

By clicking on the “Add response” it adds an indicator (5) in the UI. The read only (pre-approved) text gets merged into
the doc at export. The user can add manually entered text and/or other CELA responses where appropriate or delete
responses by clicking on the “X” button inside the indicator (6). Since in this scenario that was the last question to be
answered, I now have a success message (7) that I can now click on the
“PPM review” button (now enabled) to send this DPIA to the next stage. View the Edit DPIA prototype>

STORY 7: I want to ask for help to answer this question

By clicking on the “No answer” state indicator (1) I can open the “Collaborate Panel” (2) and ask for help.

Once I have entered my question (3) the “Collaborate” button (4) becomes enabled and I can post this help request and
send this question into the “Collaborate” state. The “Resolve” button (5) remains disabled until the question has a
response. Collaboration comments do not export and are cleared out with each new iteration.

STORY 7: I want to ask for help to answer this question (cont’d)

Once I click “Collaborate” the panel collapses and the state indicator (6) shows the question in the “Collaborate” state.
Also, now that all the questions have a response (Answered or in Collaborate state), the “PPM review” button (7) is
enabled and I have a success message (8) telling me I can send this DPIA to review.

The notification email is sent at the reviewer’s selected interval regardless of the stage the document is in.
The subject line includes the task (9) and the document name (10) involved so I can quickly scan through my email client
list and know what is needed without opening them. It also allows the reviewer to change the frequency they receive
the notifications (11). The reviewer can click on the link (12) in this email to open the doc with question that needs
attention - which takes us to User Story 8. View the Edit DPIA prototype>
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STORY 8: I want my reviewer to respond to my help request

Once my reviewer opens the DPIA I am requesting help on, they see that it is in the “PPM review” stage (1), there is only
one question that I need help on (2), and they can jump-scroll to the first of the section it is in by clicking on the Jump
Nav section 2.1. Once there they can click on the “Collaborate” question state indicator (3) to open the “Collaborate
Panel” and see my help request (4). View the Review DPIA prototype>

Once my reviewer enters their response, the “Collaborate” button enables, and they can post their response.

STORY 9: I want to see how my reviewer responded to my help request

Once my reviewer posts a response, I get a notification email, and now when I open the DPIA I can see their response (1)
and have an information message at the top of the screen (2). I can collaborate as many times as needed. However, if I
want to answer this question now, but want to make sure the reviewer checks it, I can answer it and click “Collaborate”
(3) to keep it in the Collaborate state. If I am sure I know the answer I can click “Resolve” (4) to send it into the
“Answered” state before sending the doc back to review.

The “Collaborate” button becomes enabled anytime I enter something into the Textbox (5) regardless of whether the
question is answered or not. The “Resolve” button remains disabled until the question has a response but does not
require anything in the Textbox (5). View the Edit DPIA 2 prototype>

STORY 10: I want to send this back to review as resolved

If I answer the question, enter a comment and click “Resolve”, I put the question into the “Answered” state (1). Once I
click the “PPM review” button (2) my comment will be posted, a notification email will be sent, and the DPIA will be sent
back into the “PPM review” state ready for my reviewer to check over.
View the Edit DPIA 2 prototype>

STORY 11: I want my reviewer to check it over and sign off

Once a reviewer (PPM) has determined the DPIA to be accurate and complete they can click on the “Sign off” button (1)
to open the Sign off Panel (2). View the DPIA Signoff 1 prototype>

In the Sign Off Panel the reviewer can see all who have already signed off (3) and click on the “Yes” button (4) to sign off.
If the reviewer sees something that needs done first they can put the question with the issue back into the “Collaborate”
state, leave a comment, and push the DPIA back to the “Edit” stage.

STORY 11: I want my reviewer to check it over and sign off (cont’d)

Once all the reviewers have signed off, the “CELA review” button becomes enabled (5) and once clicked will send this
DPIA to that next review stage (6).
NOTE: In the future, review stages can be added and removed by admins and Biz Ops users.

STORY 11: I want my reviewer to check it over and sign off (cont’d)

Once all reviewers of that stage (CELA review) have signed off by clicking the “Yes” button (7), the “Mark as complete”
button (8) becomes enabled with a success message (9) saying that the doc is now ready to send to the completed
stage. View the DPIA Signoff 2 prototype>

STORY 12:

I want my reviewer to send this DPIA to the completed stage

Once the DPIA moves to the completed stage the indicator changes (1) and all questions are read only.
The “Back to edit” button (2) and the “Create a new iteration” button (3) are only enabled for those with the correct
permissions. The “Save” button (4) is only enabled when there have been changes made and so disabled here since this
DPIA is now read only. The “Revert” button (5) is only enabled when there have been changes made and so also disabled
here. In other document stages the “Revert’ button is used to take all answers back to the way they were at the last
save. The “Sign off” button is enabled only so that users can open the panel and see who the reviewers were because
the sign off process is over for this DPIA.
View the DPIA Signoff 2 prototype>

STORY 13: I want to know at a glance if a DPIA has a note from the DPO

If there are notes from the DPO, the DPO tab (1) will be selected by default and show the total number of DPO notes,
and the “DPO section indicators” (2) will show how many in each section. Only the sections that have DPO notes will
show an indicator. The “DPO Indicator” (3) will show with red DPO text for questions with note from the DPO. These
notes do not export. The textbox and task buttons are enabled only for the DPO.
View the DPO Notes prototype>

The “Notes” button (3) will open the “Note Panel” (4) with the message (5). The “Post” button (6) and the “Delete”
button (7) are only enabled for the DPO or admin. If the DPO Note is removed the red DPO text hides.

STORY 14: I want PPMs to be able to leave a note to follow for the next iteration

If a PPM clicks on the “Notes” button (1) the “Note Panel” (2) will open and the PPM can add a “Note” by entering their
comment (3) and clicking the “Post” button (4). All notes remain until the author or an admin delete them but are not
exported. View the PPM Notes prototype>

STORY 14: I want PPMs to be able to leave a note to follow for the next iteration (cont’d)

Once the “Post” button is clicked the “Notes Panel” closes and the Notes button (5) updates to show there is a note
posted by switching to a filled in push pin icon. This question shows there is both a PPM note and a DPO Note. Both kind
of notes remain until the author or an admin delete them but do not export.
Here are the “Notes” button states:
= No notes
= PPM note posted only
= DPO note but no PPM note
= Both kinds of notes posted

STORY 15: I want to view the change history of this DPIA

If I click on the “Overflow” button (1) I can choose to “View change history” (2).
View the Change History prototype>

By clicking on the “Mini Jump Nav” sections (3) I can jump scroll to different questions that changed.

STORY 15: I want to view the change history of this DPIA (cont’d)

I can easily see what changed without reading the entire content.

If I click on the “Highlight” button (4) I can see who made the change and when (5). I can also change the
iteration/revision that I am comparing with the drop downs (6). If I click on the “View options” button (7) I can open the
Filter Panel shown in the next page.

STORY 15: I want to view the change history of this DPIA (cont’d)

By default, I see a comparison of only the questions that changed but I can easily change that to all (8) or I can select to
see a change log (9) and clicking the “Show me” button (10).
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Change Log view (11).

STORY 16:

I want to see if the DPIA needs updating due to supporting review changes

If I click on the “Overflow” button (1) I can view the change history of supporting reviews (2).

I only see the questions that changed (3) and I can see what changed without reading the entire narrative (4) or copying
and pasting into an external tool. View the Supporting Changes prototype>

STORY 16:

I want to see if the DPIA needs updating due to supporting review … (cont’d)

If I click on the “Highlight” button (5) I can see who made the change and when (6). If I decide there are now changes
needed, I can click the “OK as is” button (7) and this is recorded in history and the Home page To-do-list is updated.

If I change the DPIA (8), the “Save changes to DPIA” button (9) becomes enabled and I can update right here, multiple
times if needed without leaving this page. Clicking the “Doc list” tab (10) will let me select a different supporting review
to compare (shown in the next page).
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STORY 16:

I want to see if the DPIA needs updating due to supporting review … (cont’d)

List of reviews that support the DPIA (11). I can also select a different DPIA by clicking the “Doc list” for
DPIAs (12).
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